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FOCUS ON TAX EQUITY

‘Red Hot’ Solar Tax Equity Deals in Demand in the U.S.
BY BRYONY COLLINS, BLOOMBERG NEW 
ENERGY FINANCE
 There are several reasons why the 
solar tax equity market in the U.S. is “red 
hot” right now and could reach as much 
as $12 billion by year-end, according to 
Yuri Horwitz, chief executive of 
Washington-based , a Sol Systems LLC
solar energy investment firm.
 Firstly, the decision by U.S. Congress 
to extend the Production Tax Credit for 
wind and the Investment Tax Credit for 
solar through 2019 “provides more long-
term transparency on the industry’s 
future,” Horwitz told Clean Energy and 
Carbon Brief in an interview.
 Secondly, increased interest from 
corporates and insurance companies 
looking to earn brownie points for 
sustainability will boost the market, 
especially for developments of around 2-
20 megawatts in size.

 And thirdly, the expansion of rooftop 
and utility-scale solar into previously-
untapped markets like the U.S. 
Southeast shows how utilities “like 

  and Georgia Power Co. Dominion 
 are seeing an energy Resources Inc.

transition” and are responding to 
pressure to meet Renewable Portfolio 
Standards, according to the chief 
executive of Sol Systems, which advises 
on tax-structured investments. “About 16 
gigawatts of solar PV will be built in the U.
S. in 2016 and roughly two-thirds of that 
will be built using tax equity,” Horwitz 
said.
 In the short term, however, Horwitz 
anticipates constraints on the market. 
Retroactive extension of bonus 
depreciation back through 2015 for U.S. 
businesses will mean that “many 
strategic buyers [such as U.S. utilities] 
have much

more limited tax 
capacity [and] will 
have to increasingly 
rely on third-party tax 
equity.”  Additionally, 
solar and wind 
developers will both 
have to compete for 
the same pool of 
capital.
 Nevertheless, long-
term “the market will 
respond because a 
supply-demand imbalance will drive up 
returns for investors… [Solar] has proven 
its worth as a long-term investment,” said 
Horwitz.

Horwitz was interviewed by Clean 
Energy and Carbon Brief's Bryony Collins 
about the firm's outlook for the U.S. solar 
tax equity market.

 
Q: U.S. Congress extended the 
Production Tax Credit (PTC) for wind 
and the Investment Tax Credit (ITC) 
for solar through 2019 with a gradual 
step-down each year through 2023. A 
move expected to generate at least 
$25 billion in new tax incentives. Will 
tax equity financing of solar continue 
at a strong level to mirror this 
extension?
A: The short answer is likely yes, but not 
without challenges. The ITC was 
extended alongside the PTC, and at the 
same time the U.S. retroactively 
extended bonus depreciation back 
through 2015. So, many strategic buyers 
in the U.S. —  utilities and utility affiliates 
— have much more limited tax capacity 
than they would otherwise have because 
of this retroactive extension. These 
natural buyers will have to increasingly 
rely on third-party tax equity.

Solar and wind developers are also 
both effectively vying for the same pool 
of capital, which will put a constraint on 
the market for the next 12-18 months. 
But, overall, we expect increasing 
interest from corporates and insurance 
companies in the tax equity market 
because this extension provides more 
long-term transparency on the industry’s 
future.

Q: Do you see more demand for tax 
equity investment for solar or wind?
A: It depends on an investor’s end goal. 
Some companies like the PTC because it 
is stable and long-term. But, increasingly 
people are looking at solar because the 
ramp up time on those projects is short-
term – you can make a $100 million 
worth of investment and deploy that 
capital within 12 months, which is pretty 
unique in the power sector.

Q: Do you see more demand for tax 
equity investment for utility-scale or 
rooftop solar installation?
A: The tax credit extension gives the 
utility space a breath of fresh air. We see 
a lot of focus on utility-scale, and 
especially distributed utility, meaning 
projects of 2-20 megawatts in size versus 
the larger scale 100-300 megawatt-sized 
projects. Commercial and distributed-
utility solar is the future.

Q: Why are utilities focusing more on 
these smaller-scale projects?
A: We see utility demand through two 
avenues. First, utilities are generally 
obligated to purchase power long-term
from smaller-scale, 2-20 megawatt-sized

power generation projects onto the grid 
under the Federal Public Utility 
Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), and 
second, utilities are purchasing power 
from projects to meet with state-level 
renewable portfolio standards.
 Demand from corporates, universities 
and municipalities is growing. Corporates 
like ,  and Apple Inc. Ikea of Sweden AB

 want to invest in projects Google Inc.
that will add new renewable energy 
capacity to the gird. This explains the 
growth in commercial-scale 2-20 
megawatt assets.

Q: Do investors generally seek a 
higher return for solar installed on 
household rooftops, due to the risk of 
dealing with the general public?
A:  Not really. The primary risks to 
investors are (1) the default risk with the 
offtaker of electricity and (2) the 
operating risk of the asset. Rooftop solar 
assets that sell electricity to homeowners 
have higher (although still negligible) 
individual default rates than larger 
ground-mount projects with a utility 
offtake. We have not seen significant 
differences in operating risks for these 
assets, our experience is that they 
perform at between 98 percent and 101 
percent.
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 However, residential assets are 
financed in portfolios which cross-
collateralize both risks, while larger utility 
projects concentrate operational risks for 
investors. As a result, between 2013 and 
2015 you have asset-backed coupon 
yields from  and Sunrun Inc. SolarCity 

of 4.3-4.8 percent in the last Corp. 
couple of years.
 Smart investors should (and do) look at 
long-term lease or power purchase 
agreement (PPA) payments due from the 
customer and compare them to long-term 
retail electricity rates. Thus far there is no 
significant correlation between FICO 
scores (a short-term credit score for 
consumers) and default. However, there 
is a correlation between default risk and 
underwater PPAs or leases for 
customers.

Q: Are you seeing a movement with 
residential solar companies to pare 
down growth?
A: On the residential side, many of the 
providers of residential solar — 

, , SolarCity Corp. Sunrun Inc. Vivint 
 and others — are at a point in Solar Inc.

their corporate growth, where they are 
focusing more on profitability and less on 
growth. These companies are now 
aiming to be long-term, cash flow positive 
businesses. SolarCity has promised 
some version of this for 2017.
 With a constrained tax equity market, 
you want to optimize the money you do 
have available. If you only have $500 
million worth of tax credit equity, you 
want to deploy that into most valuable 
assets. So, that’s pushing these 
companies to pare down their growth a 
bit.

 Q: Demand for residential solar in the
 U.S. is expected to rise 39 percent this

 year. Are tax equity investors coming

into  the market fast enough to meet 
  the growing demand for rooftop solar?
Short-term the confluence of massA: 

industry growth, competition for tax 
equity with wind, and the reduction in tax 
capacity by many natural buyers may 
bring constraints, which explains why 
many residential suppliers are optimizing 
their overall portfolio.
 But long-term the market will respond 
because a supply-demand imbalance will 
drive up returns for investors. Solar is a 
long-term asset that produces steady 
cash flows that is rare not only in energy 
but across all markets. It is a nice hedge 
for many investors looking to increase 
returns across their portfolio. There are 
increasingly sophisticated partners in 
solar, and as an asset class it has proven 
its worth as a long-term investment.

Q: Would you say that declining 
corporate tax bases, increased use of 
foreign tax credits and complicated 
accounting for tax equity are 
stumbling blocks for the market?
A: I would identify those problems, but 
would counter that there is a socio-
economic movement demanding that 
shareholders invest in responsible assets 
like renewables, and a market that is in 
search for stable long-term investment 
vehicles. These stakeholders realize that 
this asset class is a compelling, resilient 
investment. This is a major multi-billion 
dollar market in the U.S. Corporates and 
insurance companies are investing at the 
$100-500 million level. That is a big 
change.

 Q: What is the average-sized deal
completed by Sol Systems?

 We generally invest in 20 to 50 A:
megawatt portfolios. Tax equity generally

equates to about 40 percent of project 
capex.

 Q: About $11.5 billion in tax-equity
deals for wind and solar farms closed 

— in 2015 how much do you expect to 
close this year?
A: I estimate the third-party solar tax 
credit equity market will reach $10-12 
billion this year. There are a lot of large 
deals in the pipeline and the market is 
red hot. About 16 gigawatts of solar PV 
will be built in the U.S. in 2016, twice that 
of 2015 and roughly two-thirds of that will 
be built using tax equity.

Q: The Investment Tax Credit 
extension is expected to allow solar 
developers to explore new markets, 
given the longer time frame. Which 
areas have yet to be fully exploited?
A: One of the most interesting markets is 
the Southeast U.S., which just didn’t exist 
5 years ago. We’ve seen solar explode in 
North Carolina and move as far south as 
Alabama. These aren’t places, when 
looking at the political landscape or 
energy prices, we would have expected 
solar to succeed. But, utilities there like 
Georgia Power and Dominion are seeing 
an energy transition, and are choosing to 
invest in solar.
 The combination of today’s 
inexpensive solar equipment and 
inexpensive land means that you can 
produce solar for $0.5 per kilowatt-hour, 
which is pretty incredible for the industry, 
and opens up brand new markets. So, 
we see a huge move of utility-scale solar 
down into the South.
 That market will be much more heavily 
influenced by utilities than the Northeast, 
where New York State is seeing a lot of 
rooftop solar and smaller utility-scale 
projects.
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